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Let R = (a, b)c R. k E N and W:(Q) be the Sobolev space. For dilTerential 
operators L = Et_, u,D’ of order k with a,~ C”(0). a,(x)> 0 and for any n con- 
tinuous linear functionals B,, I < i $ n. on W:(Q). least square solutions no D(L) = 
(c E W<(Q) 1 (u, B,) = 0, 1 < i G n} are constructed, e.g., 11 Lu - gII&, = 
inf{IILv-RiL?,n,IGED(L)), where g E L’(Q). This construction is achieved Crst by 
constructing the representatives of the functionals B, by the reproducing kernel of 
the whole Sobolev space W;(Q) and then by determining the reproducing kernel of 
the subspace D(L). Moreover. it makes use of the Moore-Penrose inverse For 
matrices and yields the explicit determination of the generalized Green’s function 
relative to the extensive class of boundary conditions B,E W:(n)‘. I <i cn, 
above. 1 IV85 Acadcmlc Press Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present a method to construct least 
squares solutions for linear differential operators on subspaces of Sobolev 
spaces, which are defined by continuous linear functionals. 
Let Wk,(Q) be the Sobolev space where Q= (a, h)c 68 and ke N. 
Furthermore let L = If= 0 a, D’ be a differential operator of order k with 
U,E C?(Q), a,(x)>0 and B,, 1 < id n, continuous linear functionals on 
W:(Q), e.g., B, E W:(Q)‘. For a given function g E L’(Q) there exists at least 
one function 
.feD(L)= {UE W:(Q) I (u, B,) =0, 1 <i<n) 
with the property 
lI~f-gllf,~,,,=inf(ilL~-g~11.2~n) I v~D(Lll 
where (., .) denotes the canonical duality (W:(Q), W:(Q)‘). The construc- 
tion of a particular least squares solution f for L under the “generalized 
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boundary conditions” B; is done by the determination of the generalized 
inverse L+: L’(Q) -+ D(L) of the operator L: D(L) + L’(Q). In order to 
determine L+ explicitly, the Sobolev space W:(Q) will be endowed with an 
inner product defined by the differential operator L and certain linear 
functionals. Relative to this Hilbert structure on W:(Q) we obtain for L’: 
Constructing the representatives of the continuous functionals B, by the 
reproducing kernel of the whole Sobolev space W!(Q) and using the 
reproducing kernel of the subspace D(L) it is possible to determine the 
generalized Green’s function G +, where the Moore-Penrose inverse for 
matrices plays a fundamental role. 
In the papers [5-71, for example, the generalized Green’s function is 
constructed for two point boundary conditions 
k -. 1 
(u, 4) = c qu”‘(a) + ,Q”‘(~), 
/=O 
1 < id n, n < 2k, the setting being the Hilbert space L’(Q). This construc- 
tion, however, is limited because it needs the adjoint operator L* in L’(Q), 
and additionally L2(f2) does not have a reproducing kernel. For first order 
linear differential systems in [2] integral boundary conditions, e.g., Stieltjes 
conditions, are introduced and the construction of the generalized Green’s 
matrices is given. 
It seems, in fact, more natural to consider the generalized inverse L+ of 
a linear differential operator within the framework of Sobolev spaces 
because this concept leads to the extensive class of boundary conditions 
mentioned above. 
2. EQUIVALENT HILBERT STRUCTURES ON W:(Q) AND 
REPRODUCING KERNELS 
Let sZ= (a, b)c aB be an open bounded interval and kE N. By W$(Q) we 
denote the Sobolev space over 54, i.e., the vector space of all real-valued 
functions defined on 52 which have square integrable derivatives, in the 
sense of distributions, up to the order k. The canonical inner product on 
I@(Q) is defined by 
(u 1 u),= i (D’u ) D4&qn) (2.1) 
,=o 
where D/u(x) = (dj/dxj) u(x). 
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Let f. be a differential operator of the following type: 
L = i N,(.Y) D’. (I, E C’“( s= )
I 0 (2.2) 
flk (.Y ) > 0 for .vE!Z 
It is well known that the dimension of the null space N(L) c W?(Q) of L is 
k; see [3]. Furthermore, L: W!(Q) + L’(f2) is an epimorphism; that means 
L is a continuous, surjectivc and open linear operator. Now WC consider 
linear functionals F defined on W:(Q) by the relation 
(2.3) 
where 11, are functions of bounded variation on R. L-‘unctionals of this type 
are continuous on IV:(Q) equipped with the norm defined by (2.1 ). Let 
F, . . . . . Fk be functionals of the type (2.3) which are linearly independent on 
M(L). Then 
(u 1 I:)= c (u, F,)(c. F,) + (Lu 1 Lc),.:,,,, (2.4) 
I I 
defines an inner product on W:(Q). Furthermore, we can prove the 
following: 
i IIF,IIz+IILli’ Id:. 
,= I 
Further, W:(Q) equipped with the norm induced by (2.4) is complete. 
Therefore the norms I . I( and ll.IIk arc equivalent on W;(Q). 
In the following we shall work in the space W:(Q) equipped with the 
inner product (2.4). By the Sobolev lemma we know that the Dirac 
measures 6, delined by 
(4 d,) =4x) 
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are continuous linear functionals on We. Therefore a reproducing ker- 
nel ‘4: 52 x Sz + R exists for W;(Q), and A has the following properties: 
A(., .x1 E W:(Q) for all XEQ 
u(.v)=(u(.) ) A(..-\-)) for all UE W:(Q) 
(2.5) 
In order to determine the reproducing kernel of W’;(Q), let K: Q x $2 + R 
be the Green’s function for the canonical initial value problem 
Lu=gEL2(Q) 
#‘(a) = 0, O<ibk- 1 
and {e, ,..., ck } be the basis of N(L) dual to {F, ,..., Fk ). i.e.. 
(e,, F,) = b,,. 
Now we consider the function G: Q x Q -+ R defined by 
G(.u, .Y)= K(-u, ?‘I- f (K(x, y), F,,.) e,(y), 
I 1 
where F,., indicates that Fi operates on K relative to the variable J. So we 
obtain 
LEMMA 2.2. G is the Green’.s.finction fi)r the generalized houndaty flue 
problem 
Lu = g E L’(Q) 
(u, F,> =O, I <<j<k 
Pro@ For each function go L’(Q) we have 
(2.6) 
L, s, g(s) G(x, y) d.y = L, j g(x) K(s, y) d.x = R(J), f2 
where L, indicates that L operates relative to the variable .v. As the 
functionals F,, 1 ,<.j< k, are of the type (2.3) we get by Fubini’s theorem 
x(-v) G(x, .v) d.u, F,,) 
= \ R(-~KW, Y)> F,,.) dx- i (e,, F,> j “R ds)(K(,~‘), F,,.) dx ,= I f2 
= 0. 
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The next theorem describes the construction of the reproducing kernel of 
@‘k,(n) relative to the Hilbert structure (2.4); see also [9]. 
THEOREM 2.1. The fincrion A: R x R -+ 2 defined hj 
A(.u, J) = i e,(.v) e,(.v) + f G(s, I) G(y, 1) d, (2.7) 
,= I - 3-2 
is the reproducing kernel oj’ W:( Q ). 
Proof We have to verify the properties (2.5). For all x E Q it is evident. 
that A(., .Y)E W:(Q). Let UE W:(Q); for all SECT we obtain 
= ,;, (u, F,)(A(., .u), F,) +i, L&y) L, A(.rt .u) dy 
= pu(.r) + (id- p) u(.u) 
= u(s). 
where p: W:(Q) + N(L) denotes the orthogonal projection. 
The significance of the reproducing kernel for applications is based on 
the fact that it enables the “realization” of the Riesz representation 
theorem. Let B be an element of W:(Q)‘, the strong topological dual of 
W:(Q) -. According to the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a uni- 
que hi W:(Q) such that 
for all UE W:(Q). Now we get: 
COROLLARY 2.1. h(.r)= (A(r, x), B,), where B, indicates that B 
operates relative to 1. 
Proof: For each ME W:(Q) we have 
= (4x1 I (b(t) IA([, ~1)) 
= (u(x) I (A(!, .\-I, B,)). 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let sZ=(O, l), L=D*-id, and (u, F,)=u(J- ‘l(O), 
j = I, 2. The Soholeu space w;?(Q) is endowed n’ith the inner product 
(u ( L:) = u(0) I;(O) + u’(0) d(0) + (Lu 1 Lx),,?,{,, 
according to (2.4). Then the reproducing kernel for q(Q) is 
A(x, y) = cosh(x + ,v) 
where 
+ a{sinh(x+ +v)+sinh(x- y)- 2xcosh(x- y)}(~-x): 
+ $ { sinh(.u + ~9) + sinh(y - x) - 2.~ cosh(.u - ,v) } { I - (J - x): ) 
(y-.u)O, = 1 for J>?C 
= 0 for ,r < x. 
For i = 1, 2, 3 let 6, E W:(Q) be the realization of B, where 
Cut B, > = u(O), (u, Bz > = u’(O), (u, B,) =u(l). 
Then by Corollary 2.1 
h,(x) = cash(x), b,(x) = sinh(x) 
b,(x)=cosh(x+ l)+i{sinh(x+ l)+sinh(x- l)-2xcosh(x- 1)). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Now let R= (0, l), L= D +id, and (u, F,) = u(O). 
W:(Q) is equipped with 
(u 1 c) = u(0) c(0) + (Lu ( Lc),A:,~,. 
For the reproducing kernel we obtain 
A(.~, y)=e r-? +${e” .‘-Cr ‘)(x-y)‘, 
+f{e”- I’-e “-‘)(1-(x-~)“,} 
Then by Corollary 2.1, the functionals 
(u, B, > = u(O), (u, B, > = 4 I), (u, B1)=[; u(r)dt 
are represented by 
h,(x)=e-‘, b*(X)=; {e”+e-“}, h,(x)= 1 -k {e’+emX}. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Let 52 = (0, I ), L = W, and (u, F,) = 11’ “((I), I <j< 4. 
The inner product on W’:(n) is given by 
(u 1 1‘) = i u”‘(0) P’(0) -I- (DJu I D41:),.qsr). 
, I) 
The reproducing kernel in this case is 
where 
(x - J)‘+ = (x - y)’ for X>,J 
=0 for s < )a. 
The function& 
(k B, > = u(O), (4 4) = u’( 1 ) 
are realized by 
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Let L be a kth order differential operator of the type (2.2) and 
BiE W:(Q)‘, 1 < if n, where the Sobolev space W;(Q) is equipped with an 
inner product as in (2.4): 
(u I c’) := i (u, F,)(o, F,) f (Lu 1 Lc),,z,u,. 
I ’ 
The domain of the differential operator I, is the following closed subspace 
D(L) of W’;(Q): 
D(L)= {Uf W’;(Q) I (u, B,)=O, 1 a3l). 
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Now let g E L2(Q) be given. As the number n of the functionals Bj is not 
necessarily equal to k, it may happen that there does not exist a function 
c’ E D(L) such that 
Lc=g. 
In this case, the best result we can obtain is a function MJE D(L) such that 
Lw = Pg, 
where P: L2(f2) -+ R(L) denotes the orthogonal projection and R(L) the 
range of L: D(L) -+ L’(Q). Throughout this section we write 
Lu = g (3.1) 
to denote the solution u in either of the above cases. With this inter- 
pretation of the solution u to Eq. (3.1) we formulate: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let RG L’(Q) be given. u E D(L) is a leasf square 
solution of (3.1) if and only if 
!ILu-RIIL?rn,=inf{IIL”-RIIL:,a,I rED(L 
u E D(L) is a generalized solution of (3.1) if and only if u is a least squares 
solution of (3.1) and 
holds for all least squares solutions M’ of (3.1). 
Now we can prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. For each jiinction ge L”(Q) [here exisrs a unique 
generalized solurion u of‘ (3.1), which depends continuously on g. 
Proof: Let N,>,,,, := { L:E D(L) 1 Lti=O} and I? := L I Nh,,, be the 
restriction of L to N,,,, c D(L). It follows by the open mapping theorem 
that R(E) = R(L) c L’(Q) is closed in L’(Q), and E-‘: R(L) + N,(,, is 
continuous. Let P be the orthogonal projection from L’(Q) onto R(L). 
Then the linear operator 
L’ := F1.P: LZ(Q)+D(L) (3.2) 
is continuous and R( L+ ) = Ni,,,.,. Therefore u = L l g is the unique 
generalized solution of (3.1). As L A is continuous, u depends continuously 
on K. 
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DEFI~~~IIION 3.2. The operator L * : L’(Q) + D(L) defined by (3.2) is the 
generalized inverse of I-. 
For generalized inverses of arbitrary linear operators between Hilbert 
spaces and the associated extrcmal properties see [I. 4, 81. 
In the next corollary we describe the structure of L + 
COROLLARY 3.1. There cJ.\-isrs u unique jitnction G + : R x SL 4 R such 
that 
L’g(x)=J ‘q(r’)G’(J,S)d_r (3.3) 
s-2 
Proc$ For all .Y E Q we have ci, E Wl;:(Q)‘. So the linear functional 
G,’ : L*(Q) -+ [w defined by 
(g, G;) := (L+g, 6,) 
is continuous. By the Riesz representation theorem there exists a unique 
function G ’ (., .Y)E L*(Q) such that (3.3) holds. 
DEFINITION 3.3. We deline the function G + obtained in (3.3) as the 
generalized Green’s function for (3. I ). 
Remark 3.1. If n = k and {B, ,..., B, ) arc linearly independent on 
N(L) c IV!(Q), then G’ is the “classical” Green’s function for the boun- 
dary value problem 
(u. B,) =O, 16i6k. 
Our next objective is to determine the generalized solution u = L +g of 
(3.1). This will be done by reproducing kernels. In Theorem 2.1 we have 
given the explicit construction of the reproducing kernel A of IV:(Q) 
relative to the Hilbert structure (2.4): 
A(X, y) = i e,(x) e,(y) + [ WY, I) G(Y, 1) d. 
1-I *a 
According to Corollary 2.1 the representatives of the functionals 
B, E W:(Q)‘. 1 d i < n, defining the domain D(L) of the differential operator 
L are 
h,(x) = (A(& .r), B,,). 
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Thus we obtain 
D(L)= (h ,,....b,,)-, 
where (h, ,.... h,,) denotes the fmite dimensional subspace of IV!(Q) span- 
ned by the functions (h,). 
LEMMA 3.1. Lcr {c,. c’,.... c,,, } he an orrhogonal hasi., for D(L) L = 
(h, . . . . . h,) c W!(Q). The function B: R x Q -+ R defined b,v 
B(x. .v) : = A(x, y) -- f  c,(x) c,(y) 
,= I 
is [he reproducing kernel of ,!I( L). 
Pm)/: For all .Y E R and for all elements L’,, 1 < j 6 m, we have 
B(., .T)E IV:(n) and 
(cj.1 I 4.3 .u))=O 
Thus B(.,x)~fl(L) for all .r~f2 
u(.u)=(u(.) ’ B(...r))=(u(,) I A(., x)) 
holds. By (2.5). B is the reproducing kernel of D(L). 
AS 
(‘,, I ty)= i C(./?’ F,)(c,. F,) + (Lt., I L(.,,),:,,2, 
I- I 
= s,,. I < p. y 6 tn, 
the following matrices 
yield the identity 
E=MM’+S 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where M’ is the transpose of M. 
Now we state our main result. 
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since (M., F,) = (I\’ 1 0,) for all 1t.e W’$(Q) and 1 6i6k. Thus u is an 
element of D(L). Next, we calculate IILu - gl( ,.+n, by use of (3.4) and (3.5): 
As i = M+y, we get 
M’Mj.-M’;q=(M’MM’ -M’);=O 
and therefore 1) Lu - gll L:,ll = , I Mi. - yjl ,b,.,. Now let L’ E D(L) be a function 
such that Lc = Pg. where P: L*(Q) -+ R(L) is the orthogonal projection. 
The system of functions 
is dense in R(L)c L’(Q) and thus 
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By Lemma 3.1, u has the representation 
With p = ((u, F,) ,..., (t’, Fk>)T~ Rk we get 
llpg-g//:~2,,,= II&-Y/lip- IIM’WJ-mG. 
On the other hand, t; E D(L) c W:(Q) has the representation 
t’(x)= i G, F,) e,W+j Pg(.4 L,.A(x, ,,)& 
,= 1 B 
which leads to the linear system 
by (cIcy)=O for l,<y,<m. Using again (3.7) and (Lo I J!.c,),+~~,= 
m I ~+(Rp 1 < y < ‘YI, we obtain the system 
Mp=SMp-(S-E)7 
where the matrices are defined by (3.4). Now the identity (3.5) 
E= NM’ + S leads to 
M{M’Mp-M’y;=O. 
Therefore we have the equation 
As l=M’;‘, it follows from (3.6) that for the function M 
and this means that u is a least squares solution of (3.1), Further, we see 
that 
For any least squares solution u of (3.1) we have 
JW I Il)~l-lh 
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where p : = ( (I‘, F, ) ,_... (I‘, FL ) )’ E R“. j. = M * ;’ E [wkt however, is the uni- 
que vector of minimal norm such that 
1’:Mi -;‘I q’= IPg ~- ,q,,r’,r21 
holds. Consequently I’uli 6 ,!I:,(, and II is the generalized solution of (3.1 ). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let M ’ = [m,,], c ,s-k., ~ ,s.,,, he the Mom-Penrow 
imersc of M. The gmeralizcd Green’s,function .for (3.1 ) is giom hi. 
G’(.K, y)= f f i 
01 
tn,,Lc,(y) x (cp, F,) L.,‘(X) -e,(x) + L, B(s, y) ,=I r-l ,’ - I 1 
Proof With i = M’ 7 and 7 = -((g I Lo,),:,,,...., (K I Lc,,,)L:,n,)’ we 
can write the generalized solution u in (2.4) as follows: 
u(.u)=L+g(x)= [ go’)G+(y,x)dy, 
“n 
where G + : Q x Q + R is the function given above. 
4. EXAMPI.ES 
In this section we give some examples for the explicit construction of 
least squares solutions of generalized boundary value problems of Theorem 
3.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 52 = (0, 1 ), L = D’, and (u, B,) = u(O), In order to 
determine a least squares solution for 
u”(X) = g(x) 
u(0) = 0, 
where g is a given function of L*(Q), at first the Sobolev space q(Q) is 
endowed with the inner product 
(u ( u) = u(O) u(0) + u’(0) o’(O) + J6’ u”(t) o”(f) df. (4.1) 
In this case, the reproducing kernel of the subspace 
D(L) := {UC lq(L?) ( u(O)=O} c q(a) 
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The Moore Penrose inverse of M=((c,, F,), (c,,F*)), (c,, F,)= 
c\‘-‘)(O), is M+ =(A). 
According to Theorem 3.2, we get for the generalized solution 
u(x) = j; .g(Y)(X - Y) + &. 
If, however, the Sobolev space q(Q) is equipped with the inner product 
(ul L’)=u(o)c(o)+U(l)u(l)+~~ u”(r)v”(r)cir (4.2) 
then we obtain for the reproducing kernel of D(L) 
B(x, y)=~.K~-~x3+~x3y+~xy3-txy2+~(x-y)~. 
For the Moore--Penrose inverse of M = ((c,, F, ), (c, F,)), (c,, F, ) = 
c,(O), (c,, F,)=c,(l) we get M’=(A) again. By Theorem 3.2 the 
generalized solution is 
fit-q= 5 ; g(.Y){xPx+(x-Y)+} 4 
Thus we see that the generalized solution depends on the Hilbert structure 
on q(Q). Relative to (4.1) we have 
which means, that ii is only a least squares solution in general. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Now let Q=(O, l), L=D’-id and D(L)= {us c(Q) 1 
u(0) = u’(0) = u( 1) = 0 >. If we use the Hilbert structure on v(a) discussed 
in Example 2.1 we get for it4 = [(c,,, F,)], G p b 3., <I G 2 the Moore-Penrose 
inverse 
1 0 0 
M+=O 10 ( > 
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c,(.v) = cosh(.u) 
C?(S) = sinh(s) 
f‘,(X) = sin(z)-2 (ha,-sinh(l)cJ.x)-cosh(l)~,(~)} 
and (u, F,) = u” ‘j(O), ,j = 1, 2. For any function g E L’(O, 1 ) we obtain the 
generalized solution 
Here A is the reproducing kernel for w?(Q) given explicitly in Example 2. I. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let Q = (0, 1 1, L = D+id and D(L) = (UE 
w;(Q) I u(O)=U(l)=~:,U(t)df=O~. W:(Q) is equipped with the inner 
product as in Example 2.2. Now the Moore Penrose inverse of 
IV= [Cc,,, F,)l,,,,.,.,-, is 
‘44’ =(l.O,O) 
where 
fg.Y)=+ (e-f] ‘f c--l 
CJ(.Y) = 
I + 2e + 3eZ - 2c 1 
r(e + 1 )’ i 
, _ 3c + 2e + 1 
2r(c + I )’ 
e,-2P’+L’~- I 
2e(e+ I)’ (’ 
\ 
i 
and (u, F, ) = u(0). Let A be the reproducing kernel for W:(Q) as given in 
Example 2.2 and K E L’(Q). The generalized solution is 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Now let Q = (0, I ), L = II’ and D(L) = (u E IV:(Q) / 
u(0) = u’( 1) = 0). W:(Q) is endowed with the inner product used in Exam- 
ple 2.3. The Moore -Penrose inverse of M = [(c,,, F,)], s ,,b :, , 5.I ,.c4 is 
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0 
2 -- 
L ‘) 
where 
(.,(.v)= 1 
ilo 1 I I 1 1 
c*(.u)= jj 2 12 48 5! J i 
.r + - 2 + - x3 + - x4 - - .YS + - .P 
6! i 
and (u, F,) = u” “(0) 1 ,<i<4. Let RE f-‘(Q) be any function. Using the , 
reproducing kernel for W’;(Q) we get for the generalized solution 
Remark 4.1. Let L be a differential operator as in (2.2). If there are no 
boundary conditions given, we have D(L) = W!(Q). As L: W’:(Q) -+ L*(Q) 
is surjective, there exists a unique function ME D(L) with 
Lu=gEL+?) 
II’ “(U) = 0, Os.j<k- 1. 
u can be calculated via the classical Green’s function. In this case each 
function v E D(L) with Lv = g has the structure u = u + p, p E N(L). 
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